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Holliston, MA As a national leader in specialty contracting for cleanroom construction for 60 years,
The Cleanroom Contracting division of Performance Contracting, Inc. (PCI) has announced the
opening of its New England office. 

Located at 150 Hopping Brook Rd., PCI serves customers in Boston and the extended New England
Region, providing turnkey cleanroom solutions for many industries, including life sciences,
pharmaceuticals, and microelectronics. 

PCI is currently ranked as one of the Top Specialty Contractors and the No. 1 Wall & Ceiling
Contractor in the U.S. by Engineering News-Record (ENR). The New England facility features two
fully constructed cleanroom mock-ups featuring various supplier materials. Clients can step in and
experience some of PCI’s innovative solutions and imagine the possibilities for their future
cleanrooms. The 300 s/f cleanrooms are comprised of modular wall panels, self supported walkable
ceiling panels, glass wall panels, HEPA terminals, light fixtures, doors, windows, electrical/process



utility panels, interlock functionality, and more. 

“Our approach to providing an architectural turnkey cleanroom build is the Design/Assist
component,” explained Jason Teets, operations manager for PCI’s Cleanroom Contracting division.
“We work directly with our general contractor customer, the facility owner/end user, and the project
architect to take a conceptual cGMP (current good manufacturing practices) manufacturing
cleanroom space to an IFC (issue for construction) design. We then turn the conceptual design into
a more easily buildable and fully-certifiable cleanroom.” 

With several recent contracts and project wins in New England, PCI intends to increase staff in the
new office to serve its existing customers and continue to grow as a market leader in the region. The
new office includes local sales, project management, Building Information Modeling (BIM), and
architectural design-assist, enabling PCI to offer full-service turnkey capabilities for their customers,
delivering cleanroom facilities with the highest levels of quality, performance, safety, and service.

“The New England office allows us to provide local expertise where our clients require highly
detailed and customized cleanroom facilities, achieving the highest environmental control and safety
levels. We know every day counts for our clients, and we stand ready to deliver. Our investment in
New England allows us to provide for the increasing demand that we see in the region,” said
Christian DeLollo, general manager for PCI’s New England Cleanroom operations. 
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